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SIMPLIFYING
LIBOR TRANSITION
USING ADVANCED AI

Are you ready?
London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR) transition - Dec 2021

Cleareye.ai
LIBOR Suite

LIBOR referenced
contracts are worth
USD 400 trillion.
Amending base rates presents
challenges to you, but also presents
new business opportunities. Financial
Institutions can identify opportunities
and launch new products.

www.cleareye.ai

SIMPLIFYING THE LIBOR TRANSITION
Challenges Faced
By Organizations

Our Key
Differentiators
Bank specific solution Outcome based on engagement
and commercial model

Not one size fits all - Array of
impacted financial institutions
Administrative overhead and
risk of transition - A price tag
of USD 100-150 million

Up to 80% cost savings
from hands-free amendment
compared to manual amendment

No room for error - Alternate
RFR’s are not economically
equivalent - Financial implication
for banks and customers

Compliance & conversion
assurance guaranteeing
complete coverage

Defining the benchmark rate for
new and historic contracts Maintaining business as usual
during transition

End-to-end program
management including
managing the impact of the
complex change on customers
using intelligent automation

Lack of transparency - Complex
transition with multiple failure
points

Real-time dashboard offering
customized visibility to different
levels of executive management

Cleareye.ai your
BANKING SOLUTION.
The LIBOR transition program could be complicated for your organization, with possible
impact on your business and customers. But the transition program should continue to
accelerate because of the LIBOR deadline.
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How is Cleareye.ai
LIBOR Suite Unique?
Cleareye.ai’s platform is the world’s
only multi-use platform that can be
configured to solve many other
banking challenges in regulatory
compliance, revenue growth and
cost takeout.

Cleareye.ai
Ensure Compliance
Increase Revenue
Reduce Cost

Up to 80% Cost Savings

Compliance and
conversion assurance

End-to-end LIBOR program
management using AI

Real-time dashboard
providing compliance
assurance to executives

Bank speciﬁc outcome
based engagement &
commercial model

Simplify banking with

LIBOR Is Coming,
Are You Ready?
Contact us today to explore
Cleareye.ai’s LIBOR Suite for
your LIBOR transition initiative.
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the Cleareye.ai LIBOR Suite
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